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Environmental Nanotechnology Volume 3 (Environmental Chemistry for a Sustainable World)Springer, 2019

	
		This third volume on environmental nanotechnology includes chapters dealing with topics such nanoremediation, waste water purification, nanosensors, nanomedicine, and nanofiltration. It also highlights the safety aspects and risk assessment and management related to several toxins, as well as nanotechnology related solutions for...



		

Implementing Cisco UCS SolutionsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Cisco Unified Computer System is a powerful solution for data centers that can raise efficiency and lower costs. This tutorial helps professionals realize its full potential through a practical, hands-on approach written by two Cisco experts.


	Overview

	
		Learn about various Cisco UCS equipment options...



		

New Directions in Cognitive Information Retrieval (The Information Retrieval Series)Springer, 2005
New Directions in Cognitive Information Retrieval presents an exciting new direction for research into cognitive oriented information retrieval (IR) research, a direction based on an analysis of the user’s problem situation and cognitive behavior when using the IR system. This contrasts with the current dominant IR research...





		

Counting the Public InColumbia University Press, 1999
"A major scholarly work that adds greatly to our knowledge of the linkages between general public opinion and foreign policy." --  American Political Science Review     

       Ralph Levering Department of History, Davidson College, and author of The Public and American Foreign Policy, 1918-1978
...

		

Nexus One For DummiesO'Reilly, 2010

	Exploit the full power of the revolutionary Google Nexus One superphone
	
		Nexus One is Google's answer to Apple’s iPhone and RIM's BlackBerry. Covering a range of how-to topics, from the most useful Nexus One features and tricks of the core applications, to techniques to get the...



		

Energy Poverty and Access Challenges in Sub-Saharan Africa: The role of regionalism (Energy, Climate and the Environment)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		Access to modern energy is central in addressing the major global challenges of the 21st century, including poverty, climate change and famine. However large parts of the world, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) have poor or no access to modern energy. Victoria Nalule argues that SSA countries have many common energy challenges...






		

Information Security Science: Measuring the Vulnerability to Data CompromisesSyngress Publishing, 2016

	Information Security Science: Measuring the Vulnerability to Data Compromises provides the scientific background and analytic techniques to understand and measure the risk associated with information security threats. This is not a traditional IT security book since it includes methods of information compromise that are not typically...


		

DevOps: Continuous Delivery, Integration, and Deployment with DevOps: Dive into the core DevOps strategiesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore the high-in demand core DevOps strategies with powerful DevOps tools such as Ansible, Jenkins, and Chef

	
		Key Features

		
			Get acquainted with methodologies and tools of the DevOps framework
	
			Perform continuous integration, delivery, deployment, and monitoring using...




		

Encyclopedia of Human Resource Management, Key Topics and Issues (Volume 1)Pfeiffer, 2012

	Human resource management is a vital function of any organization, at the nexus of business practice, psychology, and law. This one-of-a-kind and all-in-one print and online encyclopedia offers access to information on all manner of topics and issues related to the "people" side of business. Volume 1 covers an A-Z spectrum of all...






		

Google and the Culture of SearchRoutledge, 2012

	What did you do before Google?


	The rise of Google as the dominant Internet search provider reflects a generationally-inflected notion that everything that matters is now on the Web, and should, in the moral sense of the verb, be accessible through search. In this theoretically nuanced study...


		

Android Tablets For Dummies (For Dummies Series)For Dummies, 2014

	Make your Android do your bidding with help from bestselling author Dan Gookin


	Congratulations on your new Android tablet! Whether you're new to Android or new to tablets altogether, you're about to experience mobile computing like never before with this fun, full-color guide. Written in the trademark For...


		

The Music Producer's Survival Stories: Interviews with Veteran, Independent, and Electronic Music ProfessionalsCengage Learning, 2014

	Featuring interviews with professional full-time musicians, audio engineers, and producers who are making their own way in today's independent and electronic music scenes, The Music Producer's Survival Stories: Interviews with Veteran, Independent, and Electronic Music Professionals will inform you, encourage you, and inspire you to...
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